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the sun has set on another summer at Crane Lake
Discovery Camp we reflect on all that has happened. It
was a great summer! Somehow each year is a little bit
better and a little bit easier than the year before. Each
summer accomplished is one more year of experience to
add to the plans for the year ahead. Again, this year
brought positive changes that improved the overall flow
of camp.
In June, the staff went to camp where there was a time
of getting to know each other and bonding as a group. Each person was trained in wilderness first aid as well as the procedures of camp. The
time together was a positive step toward launching
the programs this summer!
This year's programs consisted of three, two week
sessions. The first session was “Paddling in the Great
Outdoors” and focused on learning paddling skills and
the different parts of a canoe. The second session focused on “Surviving in the Wilderness”. It was great to
learn more about living in the natural environment
around us. One of the highlights of this session was
when Ken Molynaux from the Ministry of Natural Resources came in and talked about what to do if you
meet a bear or a rattle snake. Finally, camp wrapped
up with “Discovering the World of Nature”. We had
the opportunity to see first hand what tiny critters
swim in the waters of Crane Lake when Rod Martin brought his microscope to camp for a
few days. Rod's lessons on biology captivated our interest.
Each session ended with a three day canoe trip.
Ron and Cindy along with Tom and Rita spent
many hours through the winter months preparing for these summer programs and all that
time paid off with these three great sessions!

Dale Troyer
Art Bauman
Myrna Bauman
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Councilors Word

Crane Lake Discovery Camp, summer 2009, was a memorable experience for all involved! I was able to take part in some of the pre-camp
setup this year which gave me a great appreciation for all the work that goes on behind the scenes. As Chiefs at camp, our roles included anything from doctor, parent,
teacher, fishing guide, nutritionist, and referee. What was amazing to me was the
awesome wisdom and strength that God provided in order to accomplish these
tasks. He helped us determine what to say when, and what was the most important heart cry at any given
moment. The lakes, trees and wildlife around us were helpful to create an environment with no distractions
of the normal buzz of busy civilization. It was therapeutic to just relax and “breathe” and be understood for
who we are.

The campers had the freedom to chase boyhood dreams with the security of knowing they had a group
around them that cared about their life's details. Each camper reacted to the new fresh environment in their
own way from sleeping with a stick close by in case of unwanted visitors, to wanting to get a little closer to a
bear that had been spotted close by. The daily work routine and self planned schedule gave the boys the feeling of accomplishment and self worth. Camp provided a school that went beyond the classroom. Their skills
in construction, leadership, biology and understanding were advanced. The context of living in nature, inspired a desire to learn and understand more. Their first fish ever caught will always be remembered, as well
as important life lessons like
listening to other's plans, or perhaps
practicing restraint when irritated with another's behavior.
The bond that grew from livgrew very quickly to that of
ness to discuss the feelings of
possibly the future. Friendhearts began to mend. That
end of the summer we could
was worth it; the summer was
camp a possibility.

Learning to trust

ing together in a dependent setting
family. And in that bond was the openthe past that affected the present and
ships were made, lessons learned, and
was the exciting part of camp! At the
look back and say, “The energy spent
a success!” Thanks to all who make

~ Mike Burkholder

Answered Prayers

In June 2009, during the staff training weekend, we had a time of prayer to
prepare for the coming summer. We had several things that were heavy on
our hearts and prayed specifically for poison ivy to not be the epidemic it
had been the past summer, for lots of sunshine, that more kids would
come to camp (we only had eight signed up at the time), safety for the
campers, that we wouldn't experience distractions from our focus on the
campers, and that the generator could be fixed and remain problem free
for the summer. At the end of the summer, as we reflected back to our
time of prayer, and looked at the list of requests we had then, we were
overwhelmed by how clearly God had answered each request. We have
Him to thank and praise for another great year at Crane Lake Discovery
Camp!
We were overwhelmed by how clearly God had
answered each request.
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From the director

Five years ago Crane Lake Discovery Camp
was purchased with the dream and vision
to connect youth with the One who created them, as well as the
trees, lakes and rocks that surround us at CLDC. This summer that
dream was fulfilled once again.
It was our first summer to have two camp sites. What an exciting
time! We called the two groups the “Voyagers” and the “Explorers”.
Having two groups brought a spirit of camaraderie, added competition to group games and increased the overall fun around camp.
Sharing time after meals was more stimulating as each group shared
their adventures with each other.

Riding the raft they built.

We had 31 camper spots filled with some campers staying for more than one session. Seventy percent of the
campers from 2008 joined us again this summer. This provided us with the opportunity to continue to build
stronger relationships.
The biggest key to having a successful summer is staff commitment. This year again, we had a team who put
their hearts into camp and the campers. Several staff were able to volunteer their time for the duration of
the summer. Having staff consistency always helps to bring stability to the programs.
Sacrifice and energy from a lot of good people is what it takes to get camp in a position to deliver its maximum potential. We have been totally blessed by all the people that care about others. I believe with all my
heart that when we rest in the goodness of God, He will take us to our maximum potential.
God has a very special plan for Crane Lake Discovery Camp. The orchestration of the group dynamics this
summer superseded anything that we as a staff could have put together. We had tears, we had laughter, we
had reconciliation, and we had kids asking about God. This is God's camp and He is painting a picture of what
the camp is and what it will become. Join us as we pray for wisdom in regards to the next steps we need to
take for Crane Lake Discovery Camp.
Ron Weber
Camp Director

Wahoo! What a ride!

Heading out for a canoe trip.

Campers Word
Camp. Camp is a simple word, but what it means to me, is that it
made a huge difference in my life , and so many other lives as well.
This past summer I was blessed with the amazing opportunity to go
up to Crane Lake Discovery Camp and I can honestly say that it was
one of my best experiences ever! Camp was incredibly fun as well as
touching in so many
ways. Everything
from swimming, canoeing, camp fires, making new friends, getting to know the awesome
Chiefs, the food
(mmm that food was delicious!), and the afternoon
siestas, were great. The natural environment up at camp as well as the caring, fun environment created by the Chiefs and cooks is
indescribable.
There are so many good memories that I could
share, but you would be reading all day!
One of my favorite memories was when we played
“dragon tail”. The basic idea is to keep the
tail on your canoe longer than anyone else on their
canoes. Although the Chiefs says there
are a few rules, no
one really follows them by the end.... including the Chiefs! I won't tell
you all the details of
the game but by the end, everyone ends up in the water with the canoes
tipped upside down!
I want to thank all of
Words can not exsome experience to
~ Matthew

the supporters who make this experience available to teens like me.
press how truly thankful I, as well as many other teens are for this awebe able to go to Crane Lake Discovery Camp. Thank you and God Bless!
“...the caring, fun environment created by
the Chiefs and cooks is indescribable.”

Ongoing...

We continue to look at ways to expand the outreach of CLDC
and increase its effectiveness. The big question each fall is
“How do we stay in touch with all the youth throughout the winter?” This year
each camper was partnered with one of the staff members. They stay in touch
through emails, face book, getting together, and phone calls. The friendships
that started at camp are continued throughout the year.
Under the effective leadership of Ron Weber, the “New Hamburg Housing Build”
was completed in two years instead of the expected three. We are still waiting for the final figures but it has
been our greatest fundraiser to date.
Our annual Dutch Oven Contest and Pork Roast will be held again in June. If you are interested and willing to
help out with this event please contact us.
As Crane Lake Discovery Camp continues to develop your support is both needed and very much appreciated.
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